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Abstract 

The introduction of the temporal analysis in Logic has stimulated different 
approaches, some of them artificially opposed, such as to consider an absolute or 
relative nature of time, to consider .points or intervals or to consider different time 
flows . .. In this paper we develop a temporal logic that combines these approaches 
to have a logic with a good computational behaviour. This logic, which we call 
LNint , is a modal logic that combines the treatment of points and intervals and 
declarations about dates a'nd dated intervals like temporal logics with temporal 
arguments, or like reified logics and consequently, we obtain a mixture of the 
absolute an·d relative approaches to the treatment of lime. 

Our logic has a high level of expressiveness. This Is a basic property in program 
specifications. In lhis·work, we use the LNint logic to specify a method to control 
concurrent accesses over a database. In this way, we show that our logic Is suitable 
for specifications. 

Introduction 

The application of temporal logic t.o control program execution aims to take advan

tage of the potential of these logics to share naturally the declarative and Imperative 

programming paradigms within a single system. The most significant contribution 

to this line of work is, undoubtedly, (8] in which the Until-Since-Fixed Point Opera

tor logic (USF) is used to establish the possibility of having both a declarative and 

imperative view of the temporal logic formulas. 

Although until now temporal logic of points has been the most commonly used 

in computing, recently there exists an increasing tendency to work with interval

based temporal logics because they appear t.o be more adequate for reasoning about 

change ((2], (10], {14}, (H), etc.}, temporal reasoning in general ((1], (4]), or database 

management ((6]). 
A point.-based temporal logic has several advantages, perhaps the most important 

one is that it inherits the well-known computational behaviour of point algebra ({16)). 

However, we conclude that we did not really have to choose between one kind of 

temporal logic or another, because in practice, each logic form, can satisfy naturally 

the needs of the application we have in mind ((15}) . 
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In this paper, we have chosen to treat points and intervals jointly to obtain a logic ·that adequately describes changes, event.9, state1 and proce1ses and that can specify computational problems associated with these ontological entities. In this work we suggest the use of the LNint {12] modal temporal logic over discrete time not as a query or data manipulation language, but more as a metalanguage to specify the control of program execution. We discuss the utility of LNint in applications to computational problems, based on the following arguments: 
• LNint has natural temporal connectives that correspond to interpretations that represent interesting properties in real systems. Besides, LNint combines points and intervals, and the absolute and relative approaches, providing a high level of expressiveness. 

. • The LNint semantics {called "topological semantics"), based on the next and the last occurrence of a formula , allows us to define easily the meaning of temporal connectives and to simplify the proof of the metatheory. 
The work content is as follows: Section 2 introduces the LNint logic. Section 3 describes the optimistic method to resolve the problem of the concurrent execution over transactions of a database. Section 4 shows the solution to this problem provided by LNint with the philosophy of the technique referred to abov~. 

2 The LNint Logic 
LNint is a modal temporal logi'C for handling points and intervals. At the syntactic level, we begin with two components, one to collect assertions about: points, points that belong to intervals and dates; and other collecting events. We use atomic events in a similar sense to that used by Allen, i.e., expressions about intervals which are not true at the subintervals nor, more specifically, at the points of the interval over which the expression is affirmed. These initial components, although separated at first, will be extended later to collect mixed concepts, to reach finally a perfect semantic cohabitation. This cohabitation takes shape in the following idea: we talk about points or intervals in LNint, but we arc always in an (evaluation) point., the current instant or present. Later, we abstract this instant. In this way, we can avoid the ambiguous concept of the current interval that lhe interval modal logics impose. LNint permits a better absolute treatment of time than other modal temporal logics, because we can deal v.'ith fixed instants and intervals, or concrete dates. This allows us to handle points and intervals, when needed, like temporal logics with temporal arguments, or like reified logics. In this way, we obtain a mixture of the absolute and relative approaches to the treatment of time. Our reason for using LNint is to obtain the benefits of combination of several approaches to repr~nt. temporal knowledge. Before we present the syntax and semantics of LNint, we must point out that the t ime flow in LNint is (T, $, +) isomorphic to (:?l, $, + ). 

2.1 Syntax of LNint 

The Alphabet: 
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The alphabet is formed by the following symbols: 

} of point atoms that 1. An enumerable set nP = {p,q,. ·: ,pl,fllak, . .. l,Pnce· ~·~~ .instant formalize statements whose executiOnS t e p a . 
. . · o1' (assuming that the For example, "the robot receive.t an mtefnjptwn ngn signal is instantaneous). 

2. A set T_ = {1 I t E T} of date atoms is used to name known instants. 
9 b C r April the 3"" of1969 Thus t can symbolize instant 9, or year · ., 0 

k' • - h 1• t' in which we are wor mg. ccording to the needs of t e app le& IOn a 
(' R.. 

0 fJ,. .•• } or atomic events m 3. An enumerable set !ltnt = {a, {3, • · · • 01, ~ • • • · • " ' ' the sense explained above) . 

I L- • 100 m" or "the bolize the statements .. rw!Je n~n . t For example, a may s~ ( l L l ) "· these statements will be untrue at robot executed the X routtne comp e e 1J ' the points of the interval over which we affirm them. 
4. The symbols T and .l, to denote truth and fal sity, respectively. 
5. The punctuation symbols 1 ,!, -+ • [, ] and "," · 

b' points and events We will use this symbols 1, l and - to com me · 
6. The set of boolean connectives{-.,/\, v,-o,+-+}. 
7. The symbols of point temporal binary connectives ~ and ~ 
~ and ~ are the primitive connectives of LN [5] _ 

8. The symbols of interval temporal unary connectives {ab+), {ab-}, (beg}, {beg) , (end:),(~. 
These are primitive connectives taken of Halpern and Shoham logic. 

W ell-formed formulas (wffs): 
. l' . to talk simultaneously or pomts and 

We aim to create a language that a ov.s us t. . als Th' means that we must define several sublanguages . mterv . IS 
1. The "events language" l-tnt 
This sublanguage helps us treat events in two different ways: 

. h m oral relation between events. Allen {2} states that - relatively, by expressmg t · ~l te t ~poral relations between two intervals, although there are twelve possl e . e ffi cient. because the other six can de defined Shoham [14] later shows SIX are (su } (b;) ( "' {~ the six basic connec-from the first six; (ab+), {ab-}, beg , g ' en ... ,, 
_ abs!::~z:.f ;:~~~~~;~~~nts with intervals of known extremes (da~). -------~;--;-:-:-;b::-:::;:. :;-, eJJ.formed formulas with uppercase letleis (A,B, .. . ) and !.he 

II our nolallon we denote\ e pomt w ( • 8 ) D I • r r . with uppercase calligraphic letters ..... • ••.. well-formed formu IL!I o ......,. 
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C..n: is defined inductively as follows: 

• If o E Gw, then o is a wff of f:.w. 
• T and J.. are wffs of C..nt · 

• If A and B are wffs of C..nt , then -..A, .A A 8 , .A V 8 , .A -+ 8, and .A - B are also wffs of C..nt· 

• If .A is a wff of~ , then (ab+).A, (ab-).A, (beg).A, (,;;g).A, (end).A, and (~A are also wffs of f:.w. 

• If!!!..!! EX.. with m < n, then [!!l.!!) is a wff of f:.v.t . 

Note: The last item is one of the assumptions we make in this paper, because we considered only non-instantaneous intervals and events. We consider declarations about intervals of zero duration as declarations about points. On the other hand, we consider that, according to the needs of the applications on which we are working, the statement "the 1st July 1993" can be a declaration that 11efers to an instant and, thus, the statement "july 1993 =def !Ist July 1993, 31st July 1993]" is a declaration that refers to interval, specifically, is an event (in the sense that Allen uses). 
We consider that the temporal connectives have the same priority, and a higher priority than the binary boolean connectives. 
As an example, we describe the intuitive meaning of some unary connectives of the events: 

• " (ab+}A is true at an interval [t1, t2) if .A is true at an interval [t2, t3) abutting on the right (future) of [t1o t2]." 
• " (beg) .A is true at an interval [t~o t2] if .A is true at an interval [tt, t3) which is a strict initial sub-interval of [t1, £2)." 
• " (end) .A is true at an interval (t1 , t2] if .A is true at. an interval [t3, t2] which is a strict final sub-interval of (t1, t2)." 
• " (ab- ).A is true at an interval [t1, t2] if .A is true at an interval [t3, t1] abutting on the left (past) of [t1, ~J." 
• " (&g}.A is true at an interval [tt, t2] if A is true at an interval (t1, t3] which is a strict initial super-interval of [t1, t2]." 
• " (~}.A is true at an interval [tt, t2] if .A is true at an interval {t3, t2] which is a strict final super-interval of [t1, t2)." 

In C..nc we introduce the connectives defined below to collect the six temporal relations remaining between intervals. The definitions are as follows: 

- (bey}(~.A (dur}A =det {beg) (end) A (dur}.A =der 
{aft} A =def (ab+)(ab+)A (be f) .A =def (ab-} (ab- }A 
(over+).A =der (end)(,;g}A (over-}A =det (beg}(~A 

These connectives are read in the usual way, for example: 
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1 . .A · t interval {t3 t 4} such that • "(dur ).A is true at an interval {tl, t2 If IS true a an • 
t1 < t3 < t4 .< ~" . . aJ {t ' -1 if A is true at an interval {t3, t,} such • "(over+) .A 1s true at an mterv 1o .... l 
that t1 < t3 < t2 < ti" 

Note· We define later the connective that collects the linking between events and dated in~rvals • because we have not yet the assembled elements. 
11. The "points language" .t;. . . . 1 the declarations about pomts, Our intention was to formalize wtth thts anguage . . to ·ntervals and and the declarations about intervals inherited by the pomts belongmg 1 

the declarations about dates. LN 1 . xtended to talk about dates. The I; is based on the language of the og~c, e . lows· inductive definition of the well-formed formulas of I; IS as fol . 

• lf p E S'lp, then p is a wff of Lp. 

• If !. E T., then !. is a wff of t:,. 
• T and l. are wffs of .t;. 

A A B A v B A _.. B and A ..... B also are • If A and B are wffs of 1:-p, then ..., • A • • 
wffs of e,. 

• If A and B are wffs of 1:-p, then A ~ B and A ~ B also are wffs of t:.p. 
We describe the temporal connectives informally as follows: . 

. . h f t A nd the next occurrence of A will be A ::!. B is read as .5omettme m t e u ure , a f B "'"' · ult u.s with the next oCCUTTence o · . , before or stm ane? . h t A and the last occurrence of A was aJter or A >;. B is read as somehme m t e pas , B ,.. simultaneous with the last occurrence of . 
. "d that the temporal connectives have the same priority, J ust as 10 L,nJ., we cons1 er . nd a hi her riority than the binary boolean connective~. . . a Now,g we i~troduce the following collection of connectives defined m 1:-p. 

(read as A will be true tomorrow) eA - d r A ~ T L rd. ) - e A T (read as A was true yes e ay eA =det ~ A (read as A will sometime be true) FA -d r A ~ ,. t ) - e A (read as A wo..5 some tme rue ~~ ~:: ~(~A~ -.A) (read as A will always be true) 
HA =der -.(-.A~ -.A) (read as A was always true) 

A --< B =der A ~ 8 A -.(8 ~ A) 

A >- 8 =der A ~ 8 A -.(8 ~ A) 

(read as sometime in the future A, and 
the next occurrence of A will be before 
the next occurrence of B) 

(read as sometime in the past A, and 
the last occurrence of A wa" after the 
last occurrence of B) 



A ~+ B =der A ~ B 1\ B ~ A 

A atnext B =ds B ~+ (A A B) 

A atlast B =ds B ~- (A" B) 
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(read as sometime in the future, A and 
B will occur and the nut occurrence of 
A will be rimulLaneous with the nat 
occurrence of B) 

(read as sometime in the past A end B 
occurred, and the last occurrence of A 
too$ nmultaneOU$ with the UUt OCCUr• 
renee of B) 

(read as A will be true ct the nut in
atant of time that B occw-.t) 

(read as A waJ true at the laJt in.tant 
of time that B occun'ed) 

In addition, to have the absolute approach available to t reat 'time, we define: 

A at m =der (A A m) v A at next m v A atlaat m 
This connective tells us if a formula A is true at a given instant; it is independent 

of the Instant in which we are located, i. e., we deliberately ignore the current instant, 
and this allows us to make declarations (in first order LNint) like, for example 2, "the 
president of USA in 1962 died in J96S ",that we can represent as: 

Pr(?, USA) at 1962- D(?) at 1963 

III. The "points and events language" £;. 
Now that we have defined C.nt and CP, to avoid the intrinsic use of the interval lan

guage, we need to extend CP to treat the events by using points. Of course, although it 
is true that events in themselves have no sense in the points of the interval over which 
we affirm them, it is also true that every event must have a !tart instant and an end 
instant, and that the event takes place at every point between them. The foregoing 
consideration is evident for a discrete flow of time and it can be extended rigorously 
for dense or continuous time flows, using the notions of real-present, real-past and real
future introduced in [7J. From these considerations, we can now characterize events 
by their start and end instants, and the points of their course. They are formalized 
in the extension of Cp which we denote as £; which we define continuously as: 

For each atomic event a E n,.u we consider the following three propositions: 

- fa is read at a given point in time as: this is th~ starting inJtant of the event a . 
- !a is read at a given point in time as: this is the ending instant of the event a. 
- c; is read at a given point in time as: this is an instant at which the event a i.t 

hO.ppening. 

~Ada pled example from 13]. 
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For example, Jet a be the atomic event "the robot e:recute.J the X routine (com

pletely!, then: 
h t · 1 the X routine at the instant t . _ fa is true at t if the robot sta:t-' t ethexecu t~~ 0 

1 the X routine at the instant - lo is true at t if the robot finuhes e e:z:ecu wn o 

_ ~ is true at t if t lies strictly inside t he interval during which the robot i.t 
executing the X routine. 

Now we define n! as follows: 

n! = n, UTU {T,J.} u {ta,la, (i I a E O.ni} 
. 1\V -+-+ We define r: as the inductive closure of n! under the connect1Ves - \ I ~ .d ci 

P F P G H o.Lnext ctlast ~ >- ~ , ~ an ~ and ~· The connectives e. e. , I I ' • , I I 

are defined in the same way as in c,. . . . r our definitive 
The next step is the most important m the construct.!£_n process o . t. the 

language, since it allows us to extend the definition ( in C,) ~f th~~:r~~~:~ the 
d · t t and t.he course to the well- formed formulas of ~nl· en ms an . d end instants Henoe we effective manipulation of any event based on 1ts start an · 

obtain: 

Let* e {A, v} 

T[!rbnl 
T(...,A) 

T(Av B) 

l(A" B) 

--(A•.B) -(...,A) 
___. 
(ab+)A =der -(ab-)A =def 

___. 
(end)A =der 

·m 
!A 
(l Av t B)A 

_. -e(-.A f\-.B) 
(1 AA l B) 

Pm 1\ Fn 
_. --
A•B 

-,(lAV !AvA) 

FlA 

PlA 

AV !AVP !A 

- _. AI\9A 

l [m, !!] =de! 
l(...,A} =der 

l(AV B) =der 

!!: 
tA 
(1 AV l B)/\ 

e (...,-:4 " -.13) 
!AA!B 
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T(ab+)A =cld FTA l(ab+)A =dcf T.A T(ab-)A =def lA l(ab-)A =def P!.A T(beg).A =deC TA l(beg}.A =dee !.A>- T.A l{beg)A =de( TA l(bey)A ~e( A l(end).A =dee T.A-< lA l(end)A =dee !.A l{~.A =dcr A -l (end).A =dcr !.A 
Now, we have all the elements we need for to establish the final language of LNint, which we shall define as follows: 

IV. The language C of LNint. 

To establish the final language, C, of LNint, we define a translation function 'Tr from Cmt to :c; as follows: 

Tr : C..n~. - £; -where Tr(A) =TA v A v !A. 
I With this function we have available "points versions" of the formulas of Cw, and then we can treat events adequately in terms of points. Now, we define the language C of LN,..u adding to the language :c; the following defined formulas: 

.A =def Tr(A) for all formula A E CmJ 
We have in C the desired connective to achieve an absolute temporal treatment of events: if A is a well-formed formula in the sub-language C....u. we define 

A at, [m,n) =d.r (TA A !A:::::+!!:.) at m 
A at, [m, !!:.] reads the event A occurs exactly in the interoallm, n} . Once we have introduced the language, we define the semantics, which must confirm the readings of the connectives. 

2.2 Topological Semantics of LNint 
The semantics of LNint is defined considering (T,+, :5) as the time flow. It uses as key concepts the following: 

For all wff A and all time instants t, 

miA = min{t' e TIt' is an instant after t such that A is true at t'} 
and 

m;A = max{t' E TIt' is an instant before t such that A is true at t'} 
we convey that min 0 = +oo, and that max 0 = -oo and consider :5 extended, in the usual way, to T U { +oo} U { -oo}. 
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~or LNint, h, as any function that associates 
We define a temporal interpretation ,, 

each atom with a subset of T : 

h: !2~-2T 
and such that h satisfies the followings requirements: 
h(() = {t}, for &111 E T 
h(.l) = 0 
h(T) = T - (-) _ 0 h(l a) n h(l o) = h(T o) n h( a!_.= h(l a) n h o -
If t e h(l o) then (t, milo)~ h( o) 
If t e h(l a) then (t, m~o) n h(Ci") = 0 

+ . ((t +oo) n h('P)) and m~p =max (( -oo, t) n h('P)). where: m"' = mm • • r The function h can be extended to any wff of Cas follows (we denote the wffs o c using the calligraphic letters 'P, Q, · · .): 
h(-.'P) = T \ h('P) 

h('P v Q) = h('P} u h(Q) . 
h('P" Q) = h('P) n h(Q) 

h('P- Q) = (T \ h('P)) u h(Q) 
h('P - Q) = h('P - Q " Q - 'P) + h('P ~ Q) = {t e T I miT>< +oo and m~ :5 m!_Q} h('P )p Q) = {t e T 1 m(p > -oo and m,p ~ m,Q} 

We denote with H(A} the set of intervals (tl, t21 at which A atJ ~. !1] is true. 
We can already give the interpretation of the future connectives which a re defined 

in .C,. 

h(a3A) = {t E T I m;14 = L + 1} 
h(FA) = {teTim;A<+oo} 
h(GA) = {t E T I m;~...t = +oo} 

h(A -<B) = {t E T I miA < misl + + - m+ } h(A :::::+B) = {t e T I m,A < +oo,m,A- tB 

{ 

T if mE h(A) 
h(Aatm) = 

0 otherwise 

{ 

T if[m,nj E H(.A) 
h(.A GtJ(m. !!)) = . 

0 otherWISe 
~ 1 F of c is valid in 8 temporal interpretation h, Finally, we Fde~nf eh(tAha)t_a To~uf:rmula F is called valid, denoted ·as F= F • if F/1 F denoted as Fh , I - • for all temporal interpretations h. 
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3 The Optimistic Method. 
We will now introduce the basic ideas of the execution control environment of a database: 

• Granule: indivisible unit of data from the point of view of concurrent-accesses control. 
• Action: the basic treatment of a granule. According to the definition of granule, this will be the indivisible instruction of concurrent-accesses control. h • Transaction: set of actions produced by a particular input message; t e execution of a specific program, which has the mandatory properties of definitiveness, indivisibility and constancy. 

- Definitiveness: changes produced on the data may only be undone by a contrary transaction; the effects of the original transaction have definitive character. - Indivisibility: all updates to the database must be completed and confinned before the planned transaction has ended or before it is cancelled. - Constancy: when the planned transaction has been executed, the database maintains its original pre-updates properties whether or not it is confinned. 
To control the concurrent execution of transactions over a database we can use two kind of techniques: the pessimistic techniques and the optimistic techniques. The pessimistic ones suppose that the database has a high level of concurrency, hence there will be a lot of interferences among the execution of the transactions. The method imposes some constraints on execution to ensure the correctness and coherence of the information stored in the database. Unlike this technique, the other one will be used when the traffic of actions over the database be smaller than that in the case above or when the most of the transactions are read-only transactions. In this situation, the transaction will be executed with absolute liberty and when it is going to confirm its execution, the database manager system (DBMS) checks that it has not produced unwanted interferences. 

The technique we will describe was presented in (9]. In the definition of this method two key concepts are used: 
• Read-Set of the transaction T: is the set of granules which are used by T. • Write- Set of the transaction T : is the set of granules which are updated by T . 
The execution of the transaction T will be separated into three phases: 
• Working Phase: the transaction will be executed with absolute liberty and it will work on private copies of the granules that the DBMS gives to it. • Checking Phase: the DBMS checks if there is any granule in the intersection of the read-set ofT and the write-set of any transaction which was checked when T was working. 
• Committing Phase: if the checking phase was successful, then the private copies of the granules become the official granules. If the check fails, then T will be cancelled and it will have to be executed again. 
To ensure the correctness of this method, the checking phase and the committing phase must constitute an exclusive phase: if one transaction is ru!lning its checking or committing phases, no other transaction can be either checking nor committing. 
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. h . . nted· under some situations, the 
In {13} a refinement of thiS tee mque IS prese . . f nule in . . because the extstence o a gra cancel of the transactton T IS not necessary, ' te- t of other transaction does not the intersection of the read-set of T and theF wrl se 1 if :r: was checked while T, imply that an interference ~as ~aken place. or :;:pb~fore ~~ read these granules, ~:en ~r~~:~ bau~~e:~:::~~r ~~~:~ ~~v~theless the database manager system cancels Tt when it tries to check its execut ton. . with the write-set Hence, we will not compare all thef ~anbu~~ mpt~~t~~~~se~~~:,~ which were read of r
2 but a subset of the read-set o .1. 1 u1 u befo:e r 2 finished its committing phase. 

4 Application of LNint. 
. . . ch d cribe this transaction control method that We employ. an .mtulvalttve approall ~ ~s we explained in the introduction it is very 

uses our pomt-mter tempora og~c. 
rewarding because: 

• This logic can be applied as 8 program ~ntrol l~nguage. riate for specify-• The possibilit~ of combin!ng points and mterv3:ls IS ~er~~~~~ must handle the in~~: ~~~~~t~~~n:~~~~~;,t.:h~~e~r~h~;~~~~~t~~~iid:r~d as events, and writing P . . h. h h instantaneous executiOns. and readmg actions, w IC ave d . · f ts Besides we have a set of 
• W n refer to the start and en pomts o even . ' y po~n~atemporal connectiv~ with ~ull ~xpressive ~ower 15], so we can express an real-world temporal situabtJOn which ~~~v::~~Z:·intuitively, completely, and • Because of the reasons a ove, our sys . h' fi ld subtly all the situations that could occur m t IS e . 
In our application it is necessary to consider first order LNint. The extension of propositional LNint to first order is made in th~ usu~l way J~l · tes to be valued and To apply this lofgic,l it tishastu~~:~ta topr~Pg;~~ t~a~ :~~.::s the execution of the to construct a set o ru es 

different transactions. 

P REDICATES: 

The predicates we need are: 

• Point predicates T t · R(T, 9) Reading actiQn over a granule g by tran.tac t~n U (T, 9) Updating action over a gronule 9 by T transac!ton W (T, 9} Writing action QVer a gmnule 9 by T tmn.tactwn • Event predicates . W(T) Working pha.te ofT tran.tact~n V(T) Checking phase ofT traruactwn. C{T) Committing phase ofT tran.tactwn 
· di m Declarative Pa.tt • Imperative FUture under which we In gener.al, m the pl~rat. g it is necessary to distinguish two classes of predicates: 

are developmg our app tca lOn, 
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those that correspond to environment facb and those that correspond to program fact8. The former collect the facts given by the user (in our case it is the transaction); i.e., facts that are not under the control of the program, The latter collect facts that are executed by the program (or controller). In our particular case, the predicate R(T,g) reflects an environment fact, while W(T) is a program fact. 
Before the introduction of the rules, we enumerate a set of conventions adopted in our specification. The conventions are: 
• The time instant with identified the time consumed for an action. • We assume the Checking Phase consumes only one instant (there is not really a restriction, it is only an assumption to simplify the specification) . • We consider the Committing Phase always takes place. In the case of a cancelled transaction, we assume that the commitment has duration 1; i.e., T C(T) is -followed for lC(T} and C(T}.hns not "C(T) points" . 
RULES: 
The set of rules is: 

I . Rules of description (ordering of transaction phases): 
• W(T) __, W (T) I\ (ab+) V(T) 

• V(T) ..... V (T ) I\ (ab+)C(T ) 
The working phase is always followed by a checking phase and this one by a 

committing phase. 
• C(T) ..... C(T) I\ (ab- } V(T) 

• V(T ) __. V(T} I\ (ab- ) W(T} 
The committing phase is always preceded by a checking phase and this one by 

a working phase. 
• -. ( W (T ) I\ (over-)(V(T) v W(T))) 

• -. (v(T) I\ {over- )C(T)) 

The phases of one transaction cannot overlap 

II. Rules for the d efinition of the critical section: 
• V(T1) ..... V(T,) I\ -.(over-)V(T2) I\ -.(dur)V(T2)1\ 

/1. -.(beg} V(T2) I\ -.(end) V(T2) 
The checking phase of a transaction cannot be executed simultaneously with the checking phase of another t ransaction 

• V(T,) -+ V(Tj) I\ -.(over- }C(T2) I\ -.(dur)C(T2)1\ 
l\-.(beg}C(T2) I\ -.(end)C(T2) 
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. cannot be executed simultaneously with The checking phase or a transactiOn ' tt'lng phase or another transaction the comm1 

• C(Tl)- C(T,) I\ -.(ouer-}C(T2) 1\ -.(dur}C(T2)/I. 
A-..(beg)C(T2)) I\ ..,<end).C(n) t b executed simultaneously The committing phase of a transactiOn ~tant'Jnngo ph:se of another transaction with the comm1 

k" hase of a transaction: m. Rules for the definition of the wor mg P --• R(T,g) ..... W(T) --• U(T,g) _. W(T) . . 
1 s take place during the working phase The reading and updatmg acuons a way 

IV. Specification of the method: 

• V(T0A Inter j(T, , T2 ) _. Cancel(T,) 

• V{T;) 1\ -.Inter j (T, , T2) -: Cont(T,) in hase of a transaction, it is cancelled; Han interference occurs 10 the check g p otherwise, it continues its execution. 

• C{T) 1\ PendingW riting(T ) _. Writc(T } 

• C{T) 1\ -.PendingWriting(T} _. End(T} . the existence of pending writing 'tt'ng phase of a transactiOn . h 
During the oomml l . h th operation is executed otherwise t e actions is examined. H any exJsts, t en e transaction is finished. 

Where: 

• lnterj(T,,T2) =~~r (u (T~tg) >-tW(TI)V 

R(T~>g) >-lW(T,})" (a) 
U(T2,g) >-1W(T2)A (b) 
!C(T2) >-lW(Tt)/1. (c) 

ec<TJ atlast lC(T2) (d) 
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gr~~~~nt (~!~:!'~ct the .existenc~ of two confli cting actions over the same 

) the stmultane~ty of the transactions and (d) eliminatee 

Interferences with cancelled transactiona, 

To avoid unnecessary 11 • 
tioned in section 3) we m~~:a~~~oC:) (~!owing the refinement of fl3) (as we men· 

lC(T2) >- (R(1i,g) v U(1i,g)} 

• Cancel(T) =~r e( !V(T)" e(!C(T)A TW(T))) 

The chcckmg phase is finished and the committing phaSe has no actions to 

execute. 

• Cont(T) =der e(1C(T)) 

It is ordered the start of the committing phase of the transaction. 

• Pendin~Writing(T) =der U(T,g) >- ( TW(T)" W(T,g)) 

There IS an updated granule that has not been written on secondary storage. 

• Write(T) .=c~er e(W(T,g)) 

The writing operation over the granule corresponding to the pending updating 

action is executed. 

• End(T) =dcr Ea(lC(T)) 

The transaction execution ends. 
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Abstract 

~d this pap~r we present a modal extension of lo.Mc pro~na.m~:-g -hic:h proVJ es rcasoll.lll hili · · o· o· ........, , ~ 
ta.i.ns embedd d ·' c~pa. tles m a multiagent situation. The language con-
together with: ~J o;~~:ns, modal opera:ora [a,J to repre~ent agent beliefa, 
also defin dul mmon howledge operator. In t~ language we can 

e mo ea, compose them in 5ev al d ala hypothetical reasoning. er ways, an • o, we can perlorm 

1 Introduction 

The problem of ext d' 1 · . 
been studied by sevena)Jng og~~ programmmg languages with modal operators baa 

er resear=ers. In particular · [4] . ' modal operators, called MOLOG is ro d ' m an e~tenston of Pro1og with 
Prolog resolution is defined ror m' dpal Hpose 'land a .resolutiOn procedure, close to 

. • '' o orn c auses m the lo · SS h' h · uruversal modal operators of the form Know(a) gtc w .lc contat_n 
programming is the temporal logic programmin .la~nother modal extensiOn of logtc 
[1]. Moreover in [20) 1 · I g guage TEMPLOG introduced in 
defined, which' allows a:C.:~~~p:f:~e bexten~d width a modal operator ll.fsume is 

R o e penorme on the program 
be in~;;~~~e;~ halve. studied how .structuring facilities, like blocks and. modules ca.n 

ln OgJC programnung languages b ak' f ' 
[9, 2). In particular in [9] we have fo d I Y m lD? use 0 modal extensiona 
like the languages ~ [7 6 14 12 SJ c~~ 0~ a anguage w1th embedded implications, 
D - G to occur both' . ' ' a) ' .d . ese anguag~s allow implications of the form 

In go s an In clause bodtes d tb · · d 
~~ro~~i~g local definitions of clauses_: the clauses in D a:re in::n~:~v~oe~ea l:c7t :: 

g , as they can be used only m a proof of G Th · 
implications, is that of hypothetical insertion· the ~al De mean~g o~ hypothetical 
program P if G is d · . bl fr · g - G IS denvable from a enva e om a new program updat d 'th D Wb . . . . 
logic is taken as the underlying loo:ric of this 1 . like ~ · en mtUJtiOmstic b dd d . . . c· anguage, e lD N_Frolog and in ~-P I ' em e e ImplicatiOns allow hypothetical reasoning to b -r d ro og In [8] w h h e peuorme . . e ave s own how different languages with embedd d . . . 
be obtamed by choosing different visibility rules for locally den ed llmplicatiOns can 
extension of Horn clause logic (based on 54 I • ) . ne. ~ auses. A modal . ogle can provide a umfymg framework in 
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w hkh these different kinds of local definitions of clauses can be defined and integrated 
[9]. This extension provide a notion of block, from which various kinds of modules 
can also be defined, by introducing some syntactic sugar. 

In [2] we have proposed a modal extension of Horn clause logic which provides mod
ules as a basic feature. This extension is defined on the line of the above mentioned 
language with blocks, though in this case the language does not contain embedded 
implications. On the contrary, modules are defined by introducing different modal 
operators ([m1], ••• , [m1]) each one associated with a module. Module composition 
can be obtained by allowing modules to export clauses or derived facts. To achieve 
this purpose, a different modal operator 0 is introduced, which makes possible to 
distinguish clauses local to a module from those that are fully exported and those 
whose consequences are exported. This language allows one to model different kinds 
of modules presented in the literature (so that in each situation the kinds of mod
ule that suit better can be adopted); furthermore, this language provides some well 
known featUies of object oriented programming, like the possibility of representing 
dependencies among modules in a hierarchy, and the notion of 6elf to reason on this 
hierarchy. 

Although these extensions were introduced with the aim of defining modules, the 
modal operators introduced in this language can be given alternative meanings, which 
can allow a more general use of the language. For instance, the language can be suit
able for representing knowledge and belief by considering the modal operators [mo] aa 
" belief" operators, and the 0 operator as a kind of "common knowledge" operator. 
The aim ofthis paper is to integrate all previously mentioned extensions (modal oper
ators and hypothetical implications) in an extended language to be used for .knowledge 
representation. The language should be as general as possible, while retaining the dis-
tictive feature of logic programming of having a goal directed operational semantics. 

The logic programming language presented in this abst ract is a modal logic refine
ment of hereditary Harrop formulas (17), and it lies on the same line as other logic 
programming languages which are not based on classical first-order logic, like those 
based on intuitionistic logic [7, 6, 12, 13, 14, 16, 15] higher-order logic [17] and linear 
logic fll]. This language we define subsumes the languages defined in [9, 2}, so that 
it allows both to define module constructs and to perform hypothetical reasoning. 
Moreover it provides a simple way to formulate reasoning capabilities in a multiple 
agent situation . 

2 The Language 

In this section we introduce a modal logic programming language which subsumes 
the languages defined in [9, 2], so that it allows both to define module constructs and 
to perform hypothetical reasoning. Moreover it provides a simple way to formulate 
reasoning capabilities in a multiple agent situation. We extend Hom clause language, 
with 1e modal operators [a 1), .. . , (at], where the eli's a.re constants, each one represent
ing an agent, and a modal operator o, which is a sort of common knowledge operator. 
Each modal formula [Oi]a can be read , agent i believes a" . 
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Let A be an atomic formula and T a distinguished proposition (true). The syntax ·of the language is the following: 
G ,_ T I A I Gt 1\ G'J I 3zG I [tli]G I DG I [lli](D ::> G) I D(D ::>G) 
D ::= G ::> H I [tli]D [ DD I VzD 
H ::= A I [lli]H I DH I 

where G stands for a goal, D for a clause, and H for a clause head. In the following D will be interchangeably regarded as a conjunction and a set of clauses. A program P consists of a set of clauses D. 
In this language, modal operators [lli] and 0 can freely occur in front of clauses, in front of clause heads, in front of each goal and, in particular, in front of embedded implications (or implication goals). [tli)G is a goal and means that G has to be proved in the beliefs of agent i while [tli)D means that the clause D is part of the beliefs of agent i. As regards implication goals, they must be preceded by at least one modal operator. Note that the language is extended with respect to the one presented in [2), where the definition of clauses were restricted to few different shapes (in particular, arbitrary sequences of modal operators were not admitted) and ~mbedded implications were not allowed. 

As an example consider the following formulation of the (two) wue men puzzle: (1) 0 (b.,(b) ::> w"(a)) 
(2) D(b.,(b) :::> [a]b.,(b)) 
(3) D([b]((T ::> b"(b)} :::>1.) :::> [b]w6(b)} 
( 4) (bJ([a]w8(a) ::>1.) 

In this example, l. is a distinguished proposition representing falsity; b"(a) (w.,(a)) represents the fact that a bas a black (white) spot on his forehead. [a] is a modal operator and (a)F means that agent a knows F. All the clauses preceded by the modal operator o, denote the information which is common to all agents. In clause (3), a form of negation has been introduced as usually in a language with embedded implications, by making use of the proposition .1: "not F" is expressed by the implication F :::>l.. So clause (3) can be read: if agent b knows that he bas not the black spot, then he knows that be bas the white spot. (4) says that b knows that a doesn't know if be bas the white spot on his forehead. This models the situation in which a is the first which is asked, he doesn't know the answer and b knows that. In this example, while the modal operators [a), (b) and 0 give a way to distinguish among in format ion of the si.ngle agents and information common to all of them, embedded implications allow forms of hypothetical reasoning to be performed. Following [2), in our language the modal operators [lli) are all ruled by the axioms of K, and, in particular, 

[lli](B ::>A):> ([tli]B ::> [tli)A) 
is part of the axiomatization, for each [lli]· On the other hand, the operator 0 is ruled by the axioms of S4. Thus the axiomatization contains the following axioms: 

(K} D(B :::>A) :::> (DB :> DA) 
(T) OA ::>A 
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(4) DA ::> DDA. 
. the o erator 0 is intended to represents what is ~nown. by all the ~~:~:~~~· i::~:cts wi~h each operator [lli] by the following interaction aDorns, 

DA :::> (lli)DA. 
. . . h dall uage introduced in [10] for deahng This language is quite sJmilar tot e mo k ~gd e though the modal operator 0 with the notions of knowledge and com.m~~ n~~ e(a~d it is we~ker than) the common we have introduced ~oes no}t exactl~i:l::1 i~ :~lda that, for all modal operato;s [tli), knowledge operator 10. [10 . In ~a then .ill the agents believe Ocr. However, tt does Ocr :::> [lli)Dcr, so that lf Ocr ho ~A A A :> DA while it is expected to hold when 0 is not bold that [a t) D. A 1\ ···A {aa:) I [

2) h defined both Kripke semantics and kn 1 d operator n we ave the common ow e ge · L containing the logical conectives --., 1\, ::>, a sequent calculus for a modallan~ag)e [ ] d 0 In the next section, we will y and 3, and the modal operators lat , · · · , a a: an · recall the sequent calculus. 

3 Sequent calculus 
. . . . med that the language L does not contain function For slmphctty tt has been assu , sume that the language L contains countably symbols, but only constants. Lets ~ al b ls Since as mentioned above, the many constants, ~ariables and relat:~nt :~t-~re~ seque~t calculus for the language modal operator 0 ts of type S4, we pr t 1 1 s for S4 presented in [19) (section 2.1) L which extdenfds th[e5]cult-fr~d~:i~:e~o ~:ec~~es of the calculus for S4, a new rule is 

and adapte rom · n a 
needed to deal with ~ach modalal olper~to[r1llli] ·]~d also with the calculus we have pro-As a difference with the c cu us m ' . ) d (R-.) since this not d . [2) we will not include the rules for negat10n (L--, an . ' h 't' 
pose m , . Here we only constder t e pos1 tve the kind of negation we want m our lat~guadgea.bove w' e introduce a form of negation f h 1 in [2] As men 1one , fragment o t e anguage . . f . l' tJ'on and of the distingiushed symbol 1., 
. h 1 by makmg use o rmp Jca 

. 1 
m t e a~guage,. . . . al lo ic .l is not required to satisfy any parbcu ar 
representmg falstty. As m mmrm . g , property. The calculus is the followmg: 

r,A -+ A,~ 



r, [z/c)A-+ ~(LV) 
f, VzA-+ li 

r, [z/a]A-+ ~(L3) 
r,3zA-+ ~ 

r , A -+ 11 {LD) r, DA-+ li 
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r-+ [z/c]A, ~{R3) r- 3iA, ~ 

r•, r~- A 
r-+ [~]A,~ (R[ao]) 

where r• ={Do: Da E r} and r; ={a: (ao)a E r}. For (RV) and (L3) here is the proviso that a is a parameter that does not occur in any formula of the lower sequent. 
In rule (LY) and {R3) c is any constant of the language. 

In this sequent calculus there is no need for structural rules, since in a sequent r -+ ~ the antecedent and the succedent are sets of statem~nts rather than sequence• of statements. 
Since T is a distinguished symbol which can be regarded as any propositional 

tautology, we can assume to have the additional initial sequent r -+ T, ~ to deal with this symbol. 
A proof for the sequent r ~ ~ is a finite tree constructed using the above rules, having the root labelled with r -+ ~ and the leaves labelled with initial sequents, i.e. sequents of the form r, A-+ A,~ or of the form r ~ T, ~. 
Note that the rules (LD) and (RD) above are exactly the same as those of the 

calculus for S4 in [19]. The only difference is due to the fact that in our language L the 
existential modal operator 0 is not present. The inference rule {LD) is needed since the modal operator D is of type S4, and, in the Kripke semantics, the accessibility 
relation associated with it is reflexive. 

The inference rule {R[tli)) is needed to deal with the modal operator [lli], and it is quite similar in style to the rule (RD) . As a difference with (RD), the antecedent of its 
premise contains both the set r• and the set r; . This corresponds to the fact that all 
the formulas of type Do are visible from within the context of a modal operator [ao]. Moreover, since the modal operators [lli] are of type K , and, in the Kripke semantics, 
the accessibility relation associated with each of them is not reflexive, there is no rule (L[ai] ). 

4 A goal directed proof procedure 
A goal directed proof procedure can be defined for this language with modal opera tore. 
Following [16], in order to avoid problems wjth variable renaming and substitutions, 
given a set of clauses D, we denote by [D) the set of all ground instances of the 
clauses in D. We introduce a notion of operational derivability of a closed goal 
G from a program P by induction on the structure of G. Since the language allows 
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modal operators in the operational semantics we will introduce a notion of operatio~3~ 
derivabilit.y of a ~losed goal G from a program pin a cert ain modal conht.ext. A mo af 

d 1 t L I IL which represents t e sequence o context is a sequence of mo a opera ors 1 · ·· n1 • · ht 1 ((RD) or (R[Ilt))) that have been applied in the corresponding sequent ng of r~pe\o that point. To deal with embedded implications, each modal operator pro 1 
• ( ·bl t ) t of clauses D · L · in the sequence is associated With a possl y emp y se 'li t f . ' Hence, we define the operational derivability of a closed goal G from a s o pans 

(Lo, Do) I (Lt 1 Dt) I···, (Ln, Dn) 

(where for uniformity, Do is the initial program P, and Lo i~ not used),. by in:uct;~ on the 'structure of G, as follows (we will denote by ran arbitrary sequence o mo a 
operators): 

1. ((Lo. Do) I (Lt. Dt) I· .. I (Ln, Dn)} r T; 
2. ((Lo Do) I (Lt. Dt) I ... I (Ln, Dn)} r A if for some j = 0, ... In, there is a 

clau~e rb(G ::> rhA) E [DJ] and a lc, j ~ 1c ~ n, such that 
rh matches r 1 = L;+t ... La., 
rh matches r 2 = L~t+t ... Ln, and 
((L0 , Do) I (Lt. Dt) I ... I (LAo, Dk)} 1- G; 

3. ((Lo, Do) I (Lt, Dt) I ... I (Ln, Dn)} r Gt "G2 if 

((Lo, Do) I (Lt 1 Dt) I . · · I (Ln, Dn)} 1- Gt 
and ((Lo, Do) I (Lt, Dt) I·· ·I (Ln, Dn)} 1- G2; 

4. ((Lo, Do) I (Lt. Dt) I · .. I (Ln, Dn)} r Ln+lG if 

((Lo, Do) I (Lt 1 Dt) I .. · I (Ln, Dn) I (Ln+l• 0)} 1- G; 

5. ((Lo, Do) l (Lt 1 Dt) I .. · I (Ln, Dn)) 1- Ln+t(D ::>G) if 

{(Lo, Do) I (Lt 1 Dt) I ···I (Ln, Dn) I (Ln+l• D)} 1- G; 

6. ((Lo, Do) I (Lt , Dt) I · ·· I (Ln , Dn)) r 3zG if, for some closed term t, 

((Lo, Do) I (Lt, Dt) I · · · I (Ln, Dn)} 1- [z/t]G. 

In th definition above the rules for the conjunction and existentially quantifi]1ed 
oals aree the usual ones. A goal [lli]G is proved by adding the modal operator [ao to ~be current context and proving G in the resulting context. The same holds for the 

modal operator D. 
1 t T a goal Embedded implications are always preceded by a moda opera or. o prove 

L (D ::>G) where L +1 is an arbitrary modal operator, the modal op~rator Ln~t n+1 1 n · b h 1 • D and G 1s proved m is added to the current context together w1t t e c auses lD ' 
the resulting context. 
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To prove an atomic goal A a clause is selected in the initial program Do or from a sel of clauses D; that bas been added in the context, by proving some implication goal. In both cases, to verify that the clause is applicable in the current context, it must be checked whether the modal operators in the clause (both in front of it and in front of its head) match the current context, from L;+l to L,... In particular, the sequence of the modal operators r b in front of the selected clause must match a prefix of the sequence L; +1 • •. L,.., while the sequence of the modal ope.rators r~> in front of the head of the selected clause must match the remaining part of the sequence. We say that a sequence r of modal operators matches another sequence r' if each modal operator in r matches a sequence of operators in r' in the ordering. More precisely, each modal operator [a;] in r matches the operator [a;] itself, while each operator 0 in r may match an arbitrary (possibly empty) sequence of modal oper~tors in r'. Formally, a sequence r = L 1 .. . L,.. of modal operators matches another sequence r ' if each modal operator L; in r can be associated with a sequence of modal operators f; (L;) such that the following condition hold: 
- I; ([a;]) = (a;], for all modal operators [a;); 
-/;(D) is any sequence (including the empty sequence of modal operators); 
- !l(Ll) .. . f,..(L,..) = r'. 

Given a program Panda goal G, we say that G is provable from P, if 

((Lo, P)} 1- G 
can be derived by applying the operational rules above. It is possible to prove that the above operational semantics is sound and complete with respect to the sequent calculus above, i.e., ({Lo, P)) 1- G iff the sequent P -. G is provable. 

5 Examples 
Example 1 We give a formulation of the (three) wise men puzzle. The formulation ia quite similar to the one of the two wise man puzzle in section 2. However, in order to avoid introducing many variant of the same clause for the different agents, we make use of parametric modal operators as a shorthand. 

(1) o 'VX, Y, Z(b,(X) 1'1 b"(Y) /\X¢ Y 1\ X¢ Z 1\ Y ¢ Z :::> ws(Z)) 
(2) DVX, W(b,(X) 1\ X ¢ W :::> [W]b,(X)) 
(3) DVX((X)((T :::> b"(X)) :::>_l) :::> [X]w,(X)) 
(4) D([a]w,(a) :::>J.) 
(5) [c]([b]tu8(b) :::>_l) 

We have modelled the situation in which a, b and c are asked in this ordering. a doesn't know if he has the white spot on his forehead; b doesn't know too; c knows about their answers (clauses (4) and (5)) and, hence, he can conclude that he has the white spot himself. 
The goal G = (c]tu-'(c) succeeds from the program, with the following derivation: 
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((Lo, P)} 1- (c]tu-'(c) 
((Lo, P} 1 ([c), 0)} 1- tu-'(c) 
((Lo, P)) 1- [c)((T ::> b!(c)) :::>_l), by clause (3} with X = c 
((Lo, P) 1 ([c), T :::> b!(c))) 1-.l 
((Lo, P) I ([c], T :::> b"(c))) 1- [b)ws(b), by clause (5) 
((Lo, P) 1 ([c], T :::>b.!( c)) I ([b], 0)} 1- w.!(b) 
((Lo, P) I ([c), T :::> b!(c))} 1- [b]((T :::> b.,( b)) :::>.l), 

by clause (3) with X = b 
((Lo, P) I ([c), T ::> b"(c)) I (lb], T ::> b,(b))) 1-_l -
((Lo, P) I ([c], T ::> b8(c)) I ([b), T :::> bs(b))) 1- [a]tu-'(a), by clause (4) 
((Lo, P) I ([c], T :::> bs(c)) I ([b), T :::> b8(b)) I ([a],0)} 1- tu$(a) 
((Lo , P) I ([c], T ::> b!(c)) I ([b), T :::> b8(b)) I ([a], 0)) 1-

b!(X) 1\ b,(Y) A X ¢ y "X ¢a" y ¢ o. by clause (1) 
. (X) W h ve the following subderiva--Let us consider separately the aubquenes b! . e a 

tions: 

((Lo, P) I ([c], T :::> bs(c)) I ([b), T :::> b,(b}} I ([o.], 0)) 1- b!(X) 
((Lo, P) I ([c], T :::> b"(c)) I ([b], T :::> b.,( b))) 1- b.,( X), 

by clause (2) with W = Cl 

((Lo, P) I ([c), T :::> b!(c}) I ([b), T :::>b.,( b)}} 1- T, by taking X = b 

and similarly: 
((Lo, P} I (lc), T :::> bs(c)) I ([b], T ::> b.,( b)) I ([a], 0)} 1- b,(Y} 
((Lo, P) I ([c]. T :::> b8(c)) I ([b], T :::> b.,( b))) 1- b,(Y), 

~cln~WwiiliW = a . 
((Lo, P) I ([c), T :::> b8(c))} 1- b!(Y), by.clause~2} wtth W = b 
((Lo, P) I ([c), T :::> b8(c))} 1- T, by taking y- c 

· d y - c Thus X ¢ Y I\ X ¢ a!\ y ¢a Hence, bs(X) 1\ b!(Y) succeeds w1th X = ban - · ' 
d t 0 And this concludes the proof. succee s o · 

. the modal language we have defined in this paper Example 2 As mentlOned above, . t d module constructs in Horn dauae d in [2) tom ro uce . h subsumes the language propose . [2) . t a modal operator [TI'li] wtth eac . ul th 1 nguage m assoc1a es . f logic. In par~tc ar! e a d finitiona of the form D[77li)D (where D lS a set o module and lt provides module e 1 . D belon.g to module [TJ'li]. The operator . h h · g that the c auses m l Th clauses), wlt t e mearun . . k 't visible from inside other modu es. e o in front of the module defimbo~ ~a e tl f goals: {Tni]G is a goal and it means modal operators [TI'li) may occur m ron o 
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that G has to be proved in the module [m;]. This provides a simple way to dcOne ·a flat collection of modules and to specify the proof of a goal in a module. In a simplistic view, modules are closed environments. However, different forms of module composition can be obtained by making use of the modal operator 0 to distingui1h among clauses local to a module and clauses exported by a module. Consider for instance the query [mt)[m:a)[ma]G. the goal G must be proved in the composition of modules [m1), [m:a] and [m3). When modules are regarded u being open, each module may export information to the modules following it in the sequence. The language in [2] makes a distintion among clauses that are local to the module in which they are defined, G ::J A, clauses that are wholly exported by the module, D(G ::J A), and clauses which only export their head, G ::J DA. Notice that the syntax we have defined in section 2, gives much more freedom, since an arbitrary sequence of modal operators may occur in front of a clause and its head. Let us consider the following example (taken from [3]), describing inheritance in a hierarchy of modules: 

D[anima~ 

{T ::J Dmode(walk) 
D(no_of Jeg!(2) ::J mode( run)) 
D(no_of Jeg6(4) ::J mode(gallop))} 

D[bird] 

{T ::J Dno_of Jeg!(2) 
T ::J OccnJering(feather) } 

D(tweety) 

{T => owner(fred) }. 

The goal 

[animal)[bird) [tweety)mode(run) 
succeeds, since the clause defining mode(run) is exported by the module [anima~ and its body can be evaluated in the current context, inculding module [bird) which contains the information no_of Jeg!(2). The goal would have failed, if the alternative clause no_of _leg!(2) ::J mode( run) had been contained in module [anima~. By using clauses preceded by the operator 0 we ca.n achieve a result quite similar to the use of !elf in object-oriented languages. 

The more extended language we have defined in this paper, offers some additional features in defining modules. The possibility of using embedded implications in the language can be usefully exploited to specify module interfaces. Indeed, embedded implications can be used to hide predicates of a module that we do not want to export. For instance, let m be a module containing a set of clause definitions 
G1 ::J P1 
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together with a set of clauses D = {D1 , ••. 1 D~} that must be visible only from within lhc module m. We can define m as follows: 

Cl[m] 
{(O(D ::J Gt) ::J Pl) 

(O(D ::J Gn) ::J Pn)}· 
l~mbedded implications can also be used to couple inheritance and hypothetical rea--noning, as done in [3]. 

. Since in this modal language clauses can be preceded by an arb1trary seque~ce of modal operators, we can generalize module definitions O[Tni]D above, by allowmg neilted module definitions as follows: 

O{Tni)O[m; ]D, 
where the module m; is defined locally to 77\i, and it becomes visible when ever m; is entered. 

Example 3 We present the Fibonacci example from [1]. We use a modal ~perator lnezt] to represent the next instant of time. We want f i~( z) . to hold afte: n. 1nstantll of time, if z is the n-th Fibonacci number. The formulat10n 18 the followmg. 

1. T => fib(O) 

2. T ::J [nezt]fib(l) 

3. o(fib(Y) /1. [nezt]fib(Z) /1. X i" Y + Z :J [nezt][ne:z:t]fib(X)). 
Clause (1) says that at time 0, fib(O) hol.ds; ~lause (2) says t~at at time .1' f_ib(l) holds; clause (3) says that , for any time n, 1f J~b(Y) holds at. trme n, and 1f bb(Z) holds at time n + 1, then fib(X), with X = Y + Z, holds at trme n + 2. From this program, the query 

[nezt] [nezt] [ nezt]fib(X) 

succeeds with X= 2, and indeed 2 is the 3-rd Fibonacci number. 

6 Conclusions 
In this paper we have defined a modal language which extends the l~nguage~ proposed in [9, 2] to deal with blocks and modul~s. This. lan~age pr?v1des a sm:ple way to formulate reasoning problems in a multtagent sttuatton and 1t also prov1des hypothetical reasoning capabiljties. . . The language we have focused on contams umversal modal operators [~] ~f type K , a.nd a modal operator o which is a sort of common knowledge operator. StmLlar but 
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different languages could be defined by changing the properties of the modal operatora [at]. For instance, the modal operators [at] could follow the rules of K4 or S4, instead of the rules of K . In this cases it could still be possible to define an operational top down semantics similar to the one presented in section 4, by modifying the notion of matching between sequence.s of modal operators. A study of goal directed proor methods in the logic K, K4, 54, and also for 55, has been done in [18] for the fragment of strict implication. 
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